Abstract-Imbalanced data widely exist in many high-impact applications. An example is in air traffic control, where among all three types of accident causes, historical accident reports with 'personnel issues' are much more than the other two types ('aircraft issues' and 'environmental issues') combined. Thus, the resulting data set of accident reports is highly imbalanced. On the other hand, this data set can be naturally modeled as a network, with each node representing an accident report, and each edge indicating the similarity of a pair of accident reports. Up until now, most existing work on imbalanced data analysis focused on the classification setting, and very little is devoted to learning the node representations for imbalanced networks. To bridge this gap, in this paper, we first propose Vertex-Diminished Random Walk (VDRW) for imbalanced network analysis. It is significantly different from the existing Vertex Reinforced Random Walk by discouraging the random particle to return to the nodes that have already been visited. This design is particularly suitable for imbalanced networks as the random particle is more likely to visit the nodes from the same class, which is a desired property for learning node representations. Furthermore, based on VDRW, we propose a semi-supervised network representation learning framework named ImVerde for imbalanced networks, where context sampling uses VDRW and the limited label information to create node-context pairs, and balanced-batch sampling adopts a simple under-sampling method to balance these pairs from different classes. Experimental results demonstrate that ImVerde based on VDRW outperforms stateof-the-art algorithms for learning network representations from imbalanced data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, big data is being generated across multiple high impact application domains. Often times, the target data set is imbalanced in terms of the proportion of examples from various classes. For example, in air traffic control, the large number of historical flight accident reports can be used to analyze and identify the leading indicators of various accident causes. According to National Transportation Safety Board 1 , there are three major types of accident causes, including aircraft issues, personnel issues, and environmental issues. Historical records with 'personnel issues' are much more than the other two types combined, thus creating an imbalanced data set. For example, of the accident reports between aircraft control and directional control, aircraft control of them are due to 'personnel issues', which dominate the entire data set. 1 https://www.ntsb.gov/Pages/default.aspx [28] (shown in Figure 3 (a)) using: (a) Planetoid [2] (b) proposed ImVerde. (t-SNE [29] is adopted to visualize the network embedding; best viewed in color)
On the other hand, such a data set can be naturally modeled as a network, where each node corresponds to a historical accident report, and each edge reflects the similarity between two reports.
Despite the extensive existing work on imbalanced classification [9] - [11] , up until now, very little (if any) effort has been devoted to learning the node representation from imbalanced networks. Most existing work on network embedding either works in the unsupervised fashion, i.e., not considering the label information at all, or is implicitly assuming a balanced setting, i.e., not suitable for the imbalanced setting. More specifically, unsupervised embedding approaches [5] , [13] , [30] , [36] aimed to learn the node representations which preserve the graph topological structure in the feature space; and semi-supervised methods [1] , [2] , [32] implicitly assumed that the labeled set consisted of roughly equal number of examples from each class. However, in the presence of imbalanced labeled set, these methods will inevitably suffer from imbalanced node-context pairs, resulting in node representations not amiable to the following classification task.
To bridge this gap, in this paper we propose a generic framework named ImVerde for learning node representations from imbalanced networks. It is based on a novel random walk model named Vertex-Diminished Random Walk (VDRW), where the basic idea is that the transition probability to one node decreases each time it is visited by the random particle. Notice that when learning the embedding vectors from imbalanced networks, compared with the existing Vertex Reinforced Random Walk [22] , VDRW can capture the node-context pairs from the minority class with a higher accuracy.
Furthermore, we sample the context using both graph structure and label information. In order to extract node-context pairs using the two types of information jointly, we propose a jumping scheme to combine them into one unified framework. In other words, if a node is labeled, it would have a certain probability jumping to other nodes with the same labels in one step rather than walking randomly to neighbors. Finally, in order to balance the extracted node-context pairs in imbalanced networks, we use a simple under-sampling method for minibatch sampling. Figure 1 shows that compared with Planetoid [2] , the network embedding produced by the proposed ImVerde leads to better separability between the two classes in the imbalanced data set. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed network representation framework, we conduct experiments on several real network data sets with promising results.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel random walk model, named VertexDiminished Random Walk (VDRW), which adjusts the transition probability each time a node is visited by the random particle. It leads to an effective context sampling method for imbalanced networks, and its convergence properties are analyzed.
• Based on VDRW, we propose a semi-supervised network representation framework named ImVerde, in which two strategies are introduced to improve the quality of nodecontext pairs: Context Sampling and Balanced-batch Sampling. Context Sampling extracts node-context pairs based on both graph structure and label information, and Balanced-batch Sampling aims to keep the extracted pairs balanced.
• The proposed framework is evaluated on several data sets, with experimental results demonstrating its superior performance over state-of-the-art techniques. These results are also consistent with our analysis on imbalanced data in terms of, e.g., high-quality node-context pairs, separability of different classes, etc. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section II. VDRW is introduced in Section III and Section IV presents our proposed semi-supervised network representation framework. The extensive experimental results and discussion are provided in Section V. Finally we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the related work on imbalanced data analysis and network representation learning.
A. Imbalanced Data Analysis
Imbalanced data mining has attracted significant attention in many high-impact applications since standard algorithms implicitly assume the balanced distribution in data and may fail to analyze class-imbalanced data [38] . And in most cases, the data annotated by workers [42] , [43] hardly ensure the balanced distribution. Up until now, over-sampling [11] , [16] and under-sampling [39] are two mainstream approaches to balance the instance distribution in different classes via adding replicated instances from minority class or reducing instances from majority class. To solve the over-fitting in over-sampling, SMOTE [11] created synthetic samples between each minority instance and its nearest neighbors. Tomek links [39] were defined as a pair of samples in opposite classes with minimal distance. By removing or cleaning the overlapping instances, Tomek links usually integrated with other sampling methods to target imbalanced problems. Instead of altering data distribution, cost-sensitive methods [17] considered the penalty for misclassifying instances to another class. Specifically, misclassified minority instances bear heavier penalty in order to alleviate imbalanced data distribution. Recently deep learning models [10] , [37] are also adopted to deal with imbalanced data. Additionally, minority classes or rare categories normally play important roles in the database, such as financial fraud in bank systems. Rare category detection algorithms [18] - [21] aimed to identify those special minority groups from imbalanced data. Compared with the existing work on imbalanced data analysis, in this paper, we study a novel problem setting of learning network representation from imbalanced networks, whereas existing work mainly focuses on the classification problem or the active learning setting.
B. Network Representation Learning
The objective of network representation is to learn a lowdimensional dense vector for each node in the network. One of the common assumptions in most of the existing work [8] , [13] , [41] , [44] is that nearby nodes have similar embeddings in the feature space. Among these algorithms, there are mainly three categories: factorization-based, random walk based, and CNN-based. The factorization-based algorithms can be traced back to classic dimensionality reduction approaches LLE [3] and ISOMAP [4] , which preserved the manifold properties in the low-dimensional space. Recently, to capture highorder proximities relationship among the nodes, LINE [6] and GraRep [7] were proposed to learn network representation unsupervisedly. For random walk based models, DeepWalk [5] firstly showed that truncated random walk follows the similar power-law distribution as skip-gram model does in word frequency. Subsequently, many (unsupervised or semisupervised) random work based approaches [1] , [2] , [23] , [24] were proposed to learn node representation from homogeneous networks. And Qiu et al. [35] proposed that some of those embedding approaches, e.g., DeepWalk [5] and node2vec [23] , can be transformed into the matrix factorization problems. In addition, motivated by convolutional neural network architecture, Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [14] , [15] , [25] extended convolution operation to graph-structured data using spectral graph theory for semi-supervised node classification. Similarly, GraphSAGE [26] aimed to learn a function that aggregates embeddings from nodes' local neighborhood for inductive representation learning. To capture the highly nonlinear network structure, SDNE [27] used a semi-supervised deep neural network model with non-linear activation functions to preserve first-and second-order proximities among the nodes. However, very little effort has been devoted to learning the node representation from imbalanced networks, which will result in imbalanced node-context pairs. Our proposed ImVerde framework is designed to address this issue through VDRW, a novel context sampling method, as well as the balanced-batch sampling method.
III. VERTEX-DIMINISHED RANDOM WALK
In this section, we present the Vertex-Diminished Random Walk (VDRW) for imbalanced network analysis. It resembles the existing Vertex Reinforced Random Walk (VRRW) [22] in terms of the dynamic nature of the transition probabilities, as well as some convergence properties. However, it is fundamentally different from VRRW in which the transition probabilities to one node increase each time it is visited. As our analysis will show, VDRW is particularly suitable for analyzing imbalanced networks as it encourages the random particle to walk within the same class, which in turn will lead to separable node representations in the embedding space between the majority and the minority classes in the imbalanced data set.
A. Notation
Suppose that an undirected (or directed) network is denoted G = (V, E) where V is the node set consisting of n nodes, and E is the edge set consisting of m edges. Each edge e = (v i , v j ) ∈ E is associated with a positive weight w ij > 0 if v i and v j are connected in the network. Otherwise, w ij = 0. For this network, let R denote the non-negative n × n transition matrix, whose element in the i th row and j th column is R i,j = wij j wij . Let Y t ∈ {1, . . . , n} be the state of the random particle at step t and S(t) = [S 1 (t), · · · , S n (t)] ∈ R n denote the number of visits to each node up to time t where S i (0) = 0 for i = 1, · · · , n. That is, S i (t + 1) = S i (t) + δ Yt+1,i where δ Yt+1,i = 1 if v i is visited at step t + 1, namely Y t+1 = i; otherwise, δ Yt+1,i = 0.
B. VDRW: A Novel Random Walk Model
As illustrated in DeepWalk [5] , a short random walk follows a power-law distribution as word frequency in language modeling. By implicitly assuming the balanced setting in labeled training examples [1] , [2] , most nodes can find a path within the same class using short random walk. Nevertheless, random walk does not necessarily work for forcing nodes to walk within the same class on an imbalanced network because random walk might follow the node-degree distribution to create walking path. That is, the nodes in minority class are likely to walk to majority class instead of walking within the same class since node degrees of majority class are higher than that of minority class in most cases. As a result, there is not much difference between the nodes coming from the majority and minority classes in terms of their walking paths, leading to non-separable representations in the embedding space.
To address this problem, in this paper, we propose a novel random walk model named Vertex-Diminished Random Walk Unchanged transition probability Weakened transition probability Enhanced transition probability Affected area
Fig. 2:
Comparison among Random Walk, VRRW [22] and VDRW (VDRW) based on the idea that the transition probability to one node decreases each time it is visited. It resembles the existing Vertex-Reinforced Random Walk (VRRW) [22] in terms of the dynamic nature of the transition probabilities. But the transition probabilities to visit one node increase each time it is visited in VRRW. Figure 2 illustrates the difference among random walk, VRRW, and VDRW in a directed graph. When node b is visited by node a, there is no change regarding the transition probability in random walk. However, all the transitions to node b are affected in VRRW and VDRW when it is visited by node a. Those transitions would be weakened in VDRW, whereas VRRW forces them to be enhanced after one node is visited each time. Later, we will explain why VDRW is adopted in imbalanced network analysis instead of random walk or VRRW. Now we first present a generalized random walk in which the transition probability changes when one node is visited by the random particle. We introduce a visiting function f (S i (t)) to capture the change behavior of the transition probabilities with respect to visited times S i (t) for node v i . Therefore, after moving for t steps, f (S i (t)) keeps track of how the transition probabilities to v i change. In general, the transition probability to v j at time t + 1 is defined as follows:
where F t is the σ-field 2 generated by {Y k } 1≤k≤t . The visiting function f (S i (t)) determines how the transition probability changes over time. Obviously, it has two special cases: f (S i (t)) = 1 for random walk, and f (S i (t)) = S i (t) + 1 for VRRW. In other words, the transition probability is always constant in traditional random walk, whereas linearly relying on the visited times of one node in VRRW.
VDRW is a stochastic process in which the transition probability to one node is decreased each time it is visited, resulting in more likely to explore the unvisited nodes compared to random walk or VRRW. It is inversely proportional to the visited times S i (t) at time t. In this paper, we define the visiting function f (S i (t)) for VDRW as follows:
The node visited frequency distribution after walking 2000 steps on Zachary's Karate network [28] (The node size corresponds to the visited times and the colors corresponds to different node classes)
where 0 < α < 1 is a specific hyperparameter. Intuitively, when node v i is visited, the transition to v i from all other nodes will be diminished as shown in Figure 2 (c).
Of importance of this algorithm is to change the transition probabilities with respect to the number of times one node has been visited. Nevertheless, it is fundamentally different from VRRW. In VRRW, the transition probabilities to one node increase each time it is visited. High-degree nodes would be visited frequently because the transition probabilities to those nodes are more likely to be increased. On the contrary, VDRW encourages the random particle to explore the unvisited or lessfrequently visited nodes in the network. That is, the visited frequency distribution using VDRW would be denser than that using VRRW or random walk. Figure 3 is the visited frequency distribution for all the nodes on Zachary's Karate network [28] after walking 2000 steps (best viewed in color). It can be observed that the visited frequency in random walk follows the node degree distribution on the original graph. And it is much sparser in VRRW than random walk because VRRW implicitly forces the high-degree nodes to be easily visited by gradually increasing the transition probabilities to those nodes. On the contrary, VDRW would encourage all the nodes to be visited smoothly as shown in Figure 3(d) . Besides, the experiments in Section V-B demonstrate that the nodes tend to walk within the same class using short VDRW.
The intuition of adopting VDRW in our network embedding framework can be simply explained as follow. Short VDRW decreases the transition probabilities to one node when it is visited each time, leading to explore unvisited or lessfrequently visited nodes instead of high-degreed nodes. That is, nodes in the imbalanced network would have smooth visited frequency distribution. And the transition to the majority class would be more likely to be decreased. That forced the nodes in the minority class to walk within the same class rather than explore the nodes in the majority class. Thus highquality node-context pairs can be extracted for our network representation framework using short VDRW.
C. Convergence Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the convergence properties of the function V(t) ∈ R n with respect to step t, in which the i-th element is defined as
To analyze the convergence of VDRW, we use the same definitions as [22] . For any vector v ∈ ∆ with
And let C ⊆ ∆ be the set of points v with π(v) = v where the vector π(v) ∈ ∆ is defined as:
Let C 0 ⊆ ∆ be the set of points v for which M(v) is reducible.
The following theorem provides our main results regarding the convergence of VDRW.
To prove this theorem, we introduce the following lemma regarding the convergence conditions of VDRW. When the defined visiting function satisfies this lemma, it can be proven that Theorem 1 holds for VDRW.
More specifically, for any t, let M t (t), M t (t+1), · · · denote a Markov chain with fixed transition matrix M(V(t)) beginning at Y t at time t, S (t) = S(t) and S (i) = S (i−1)+e Mt(i) for i > t where e j denotes the j-th standard basis vector. Let N be a closed subset of a simplex with N ∩ (C ∪ C 0 ) = ∅.
Lemma 2. If {f S (i) } has Markov property, and f S (t+
Proof. The detailed proof is omitted here for brevity.
When f (S(t)) = 1 + log α · S(t), we have the following result.
As shown in [22] , (S (t + L) − S (t))/L approaches a point-mass at π(v) in distribution as L increases. Therefore, f (S(t)) = 1 + log α · S(t) meets the basic condition in the Lemma 2 above. It is obvious that the function f (S(t)) defined in Equation (2) has the following Taylor expansion:
Thus, we use f (S(t)) = α S(t) to define the visiting function in VDRW. Moreover, the following Corollary 3 presents the conditions under which the convergence of V(t) is almost surely.
Corollary 3. If all the off-diagonal entries of R are positive and all the principal minors of R are invertible, V(t) converges almost surely.
Regarding the convergence properties of VDRW, we would like to make the following two remarks. Remark 1: As shown in [22] , VRRW enjoys similar convergence properties as VDRW. However, the completely different definition of the visiting function makes the proposed VDRW more suitable for imbalanced networks. Remark 2: We would like to point out that for real networks, the graph structure hardly meets the convergence conditions in Corollary 3. However, as we will show in the experimental results, short VDRW is still an effective way to extract node-context pairs in learning network representation from imbalanced networks, especially in comparison with state-ofthe-art techniques. In Section V-B, we further investigate the convergence of VDRW on the real networks.
IV. THE PROPOSED EMBEDDING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the semi-supervised network representation framework based on Vertex-Diminished Random Walk. Currently most of the existing semi-supervised network representation approaches (e.g., [1] , [2] ) aim to learn the network embedding implicitly assuming that the labeled set has roughly equal examples for each class in the network. However, when applied on imbalanced networks, i.e., some classes having significantly more examples (vertices) than the other classes, these approaches will suffer from suboptimal performance. Take Figure 3(a) as an example. Karate network has two imbalanced classes where one has 5 labeled examples and the other one has 29 examples. On such an imbalanced network, the embedding learned using [2] would make the two classes non-separable from each other, as shown in Figure 1(a) . This is mainly due to inaccurate node-context pairs generated in these methods (i.e., the center node and the context node belong to different classes), which can be greatly improved using the proposed VDRW.
Formally, the imbalanced network embedding problem can be defined as follows.
Problem 1. (Imbalanced Network Embedding)
Input: (i) a (directed or undirected) network G = (V, E), and (ii) imbalanced class labels for nodes in V Output: a low-dimensional vector representation for each vertex v ∈ V , so that the minority classes are naturally separated from majority class in the embedding feature space.
When the label information of only a small portion of the entire network is given, the above problem of imbalanced network embedding would be semi-supervised in nature, as the learned network representation would preserve both the graph structure and the label information in the low-dimensional feature space.
A. Semi-supervised Network Representation Learning
Suppose that we are given the network G = (V, E) with l labeled nodes {x i } l i=1 associated with label {y i } l i=1 4 and n−l unlabeled nodes {x i } n i=l+1 where x i is the feature vector of node v i . The goal is to learn a d-dimensional vector e i for each node v i using the class label information and the graph structure. The semi-supervised network representation framework can be formulated as an optimization problem with the following loss function:
where the first term denotes the prediction loss with respect to the labeled examples, and the second term measures the consistency on the graph. λ is a user-defined constant factor that balances between the two terms. Since the node label can be predicted using both the original features on the node and the embedding features, we use two feed-forward neural network models to train based on the node features and the embedding features, respectively [2] , and then concatenate them to predict the label. Therefore, the supervised loss on the labeled nodes can be expressed as follows.
where l 1 and l 2 represent the number of hidden layers in the neural network models using node features and embeddings, respectively. [·, ·] concatenates two column vectors. The function h(·) denotes the output of the neural network model. Assuming that nearby nodes have the similar embeddings, the graph-based loss function is formulated as follow [26] .
where (v i , v c ) denotes the node-context pair sampled from the network w.r.t. node v i . w c ∈ R d is a vector representation of v c when v c acts as the context. Node v n is randomly selected from a negative sampling distribution P n [12] , and k is the number of negative samples. σ(x) = 1/(1 + e −x ) is the sigmoid function.
Of key importance for unsupervised loss is the extraction of node-context pairs in the imbalanced network. As mentioned before, VDRW can capture effectively the node-context pairs for the minority class. Based on that, a Context Sampling method is presented to integrate known class-label information with graph structure for extracting node-context pairs. In addition, mini-batch training method is used in our model training. During the embedding learning, a batch of nodes is randomly selected as the initial points S to extract node-context pairs at each iteration. Majority class has the higher probability to be selected according to the imbalanced distribution than minority class. Thus, Balanced-batch Sampling is introduced to balance those pairs with respect to class-label in model training.
The training process in our network representation learning framework is illustrated in Algorithm 1. It is given the graph G with node features x 1:n and partial labels y 1:l , and the training model parameters (batch iterations T 1 and T 2, the negative sampling size k, embedding size d) as input, and outputs the embedding vector e i for each node v i . Lines 1-8 demonstrate the training process in learning the embedding vector for each node in the imbalanced network. Lines 9-12 correspond to the process of predicting the label using node feature x i and embedding vector e i . And stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is adopted to train our model.
Algorithm 1 Model Training
Input: Graph G with features x 1:n and labels y 1:l batch iterations T 1 and T 2 negative sampling size k embedding size d Output: Embedding vector {e i } n i=1
1: for t ← 1 to T 1 do
2:
Initialize S using Balanced-batch Sampling; 3: for s ← 1 to |S| do 4: Sample positive pairs using Context Sampling;
5:
Sample k negative pairs; 6: end for 7: Update the model parameters in Eq. (8) using SGD; 8: end for 9: for t ← 1 to T 2 do 10:
Sample a batch of {x i , y i } from labeled instances; 11: Update the model parameters in Eq. (7) using SGD; 12: end for 13: Return the embedding vector e i ∈ R d for each node.
B. Context Sampling
In node-context pairs extraction, DeepWalk [5] has proven the effectiveness of random walk in exploring the context for each node in the network. The core idea in random walk is to choose one neighbor based on the transition probabilities. As discussed in Section III, random walk might not capture the high-quality node-context pairs, especially for the nodes within minority class. Thus, VDRW is introduced to explore the context for nodes by adjusting the transition probabilities with respect to their visited times. Based on the proposed VDRW, we present a Context Sampling method integrating label information with network topological structure.
In semi-supervised learning, it is implicitly assumed that examples from the same class would be close to each other in the feature space. That is the reason why labeled nodes can naturally be the contexts for each other if they have identical labels. Planetoid [2] also exploited this assumption. However, they extracted node-context pairs using labels and graph structure separably. That is, context is either determined by random walk or by labels, but not both. Here we adopt a jumping strategy in which one node may jump directly to another node during random walk if they have the same labels. That would encourage one node to explore the context though they are not close in the network. To some extent, it enlarges the size of the neighborhood by using known label information.
The Context Sampling method for extracting node-context pairs is illustrated in Algorithm 2. If one node is labeled, it can visit another node with the same label directly with probability r (0 < r < 1). With probability 1 − r, it selects the neighbors based on the transition matrix. After each step, the transition matrix is updated using VDRW. The node-context pairs can be extracted from the walking path as did in DeepWalk [5] . if Node is labeled then 4: With r, select one node v with the same label; 5: With 1 − r, select its neighbor v based on R; Update R using VDRW; 10: Update the walking path p;
11: end for 12: Return the node-context pairs sampled from path p.
C. Balanced-batch Sampling
Mini-batch training is commonly used in building neural network models [1] , [2] assuming that the training instances are class-balanced. In our framework, however, the number of node-context pairs in different classes would be typically imbalanced if we randomly select a batch of nodes as the initial nodes. In other words, the imbalance characteristic is preserved in those mini-batches even though we could find node-context pairs correctly. To avoid this issue, we adopt a simple Balanced-batch Sampling method for mini-batch selection at each iteration.
Considering the binary imbalanced learning as an example, there are three different sets of nodes on the training model: labeled majority S maj , labeled minority S min and unlabeled instances S u . In most cases, the batch size is significantly larger than the number of labeled instances as only a very small portion of nodes are labeled. Balanced-batch sampling randomly selects a subset S maj from the labeled majority class such that |S maj | = |S min |, and then sampled a subset S u from the unlabeled data. Consequently, the set given by Balancedbatch Sampling S = S min ∪ S maj ∪ S u will be used as initial nodes in model training.
It is close to the under-sampling method which reduces the instance to balance data distribution. In general, random undersampling may cause the training model to miss important details related to the majority class [9] . Nevertheless, it would be alleviated in our mini-batch training because it considers the entire graph nodes via iterative training. Note that in minibatch model training, the examples in the minority class might be adopted at each iteration by combining with randomly selected examples in the majority class if they are less than the batch size T 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct the experiments on several realworld networks to validate the effectiveness of the proposed ImVerde by comparing to several state-of-the-art methods. Vertex-Diminished Random Walk (VDRW) is proposed to extract the node-context pairs for our imbalanced network embedding framework, which is denoted as ImVerde-VDRW. Additionally, Vertex-Reinforced Random Walk (VRRW) [22] is also considered in our framework (denoted as ImVerde-VRRW) for comparison.
In particular, we focus on the following questions: (1) How effective is short VDRW for exploring the context on the imbalanced networks compared with short random walk and VRRW? (2) Compared to other state-of-the-art methods, how effective is the ImVerde framework for learning network representation from imbalanced data? (3) What are the impacts of class-imbalanced distribution for the ImVerde?
A. Setup
Data sets: We use several node classification data sets to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, including Karate, Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed and NTSB data sets. Table I listed the detailed data description. The model effectiveness on those data sets can be evaluated by predicting the correct label for nodes in the minority class.
• Karate network [28] . It is a social network of the karate club, which represents the social relationship of 34 members in the karate club. Karate network has 34 nodes and 156 edges. To validate the effectiveness of VDRW on imbalanced data, We consider it as a binary imbalanced network as shown in Figure 3 (a) where the minority class contains only 5 nodes and the other 29 nodes belong to the majority class.
• Cora [33] , Citeseer [34] and Pubmed [40] networks. All of them are the citation networks. For those data sets, each node corresponds to one scientific publication and the edge represents the citation relationship between two publications. And each publication is described by a sparse bag-of-words feature vector. Originally, there are several classes for every data set where each class has the roughly equal number of examples (nodes). In our experiments, we reconstruct them for binary imbalanced network analysis. Specifically, we select 20 nodes from one class and 120 nodes from the rest classes as the labeled training examples. Besides, 1000 nodes are chosen as the test examples and others are unlabeled training examples. Take Cora data set as an example, seven imbalanced binary data sets are possible to be reconstructed considering choosing one of them as the minority class (marked as Cora 1, · · · , Cora 7, respectively). The imbalance ratio of the number of examples in minority class over that in majority class is 20:120 for each reconstructed Cora data set.
• NTSB network. It is built from the historical accident reports published in National Transportation Safety Board database 5 . Those reports can be naturally modeled as a network in which each node represents one accident report and each edge reflects the similarity between two reports. It contains 1473 nodes and 11784 edges where each node is associated with a 4424-dimensional TF-IDF feature vector [31] extracted from the accident report. For NTSB data set, the imbalance ratio is 5:5:5:200. Therefore, it is a significantly imbalanced network with 4 classes. The number of labeled training instances in the majority class is 40 times more than that of each minority class. And there are 500 test instances. This data set is used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method on multi-class classification from imbalanced data. Baselines: Four baseline methods are adopted in our experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
• DeepWalk [5] . It is an unsupervised network embedding method which first considered to use truncated random walk to explore the context as word embedding models. The learned node representations encoded the graph topological structure in a continuous vector space.
• node2vec [23] . It is a semi-supervised model for learning node representation in networks. In order to smoothly interpolate between BFS and DFS, it designed a biased random walk for neighborhood definition where two parameters p and q were adopted to balance the depth and width of node neighborhood. And these parameters would be learned using the labeled training data in a semisupervised fashion.
• Planetoid [2] . It is also a semi-supervised learning framework where each node's class label and neighborhood context would be jointly predicted. It used both random walk on the graph and node label information to define the neighborhood context based on the assumption that nearby nodes or nodes with the same class label have the similar embeddings in the feature space. The authors provided both transductive and inductive versions of Planetoid (Planetoid-T and Planetoid-I) for learning node representation. In this paper, we only consider the transductive version (denoted as Planetoid in our experiments instead of Planetoid-T in [2] ). The inductive ImVerde can be modeled using the similar strategy as Planetoid-I.
• SMOTE [11] . It is an over-sampling approach for imbalanced data, in which the synthetic samples are created between each minority instance and its nearest neighbors. Therefore, we use this method to simply balance the data distribution on the original feature space. It assumed that the data are independent and identically distributed without considering any graph properties.
B. Case Study: Zachary's Karate Network
In Section III, we observed that VDRW encourages the nodes to be visited with similar frequency. This characterization would force short VDRW to walk within the same class. We conduct a case study on Zachary's Karate network [28] to validate the conclusion empirically. The strategies including random walk, VRRW and VDRW are used to walk for short steps starting from each node. The walking length and walking times are set as 10 and 100, respectively. We statistic the walking path accuracy, which defines how many nodes in the walking path are located within the same class. Figure  4(a) gives the average walking accuracy in both minority and majority class for those methods. It can be seen that VDRW improves the walking accuracy in both classes. That is, it encourages then nodes to walk within the same class. As the node-context pairs are extracted from the walking path in ImVerde, the high-quality node-context pairs would improve the embedding performance for imbalanced networks. The convergence of VDRW is also evaluated on Karate network. We statistic the difference of the visited times S(L)/L after each step. As shown in Figure 4(b) , the difference keeps decreasing with respect to the walking steps L. Additionally, the node representations learned by ImVerde and Planetoid are visualized in the 2-dimensional space using t-SNE as shown in Figure 1 .
C. Node Classification
We conduct the node classification experiments on four real networks to evaluate the proposed framework ImVerde. In VDRW, we select the parameters α = 0.7 and r = 0.2, which is discussed in details later. And we use the same random walk parameters for all the used methods: walking Figure 5 (a) gives the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and AUC value for predicting the minority class on Cora 7, which means that the 7-th class is selected as the minority while other classes are the majority on Cora. We observe the similar results on other reconstructed binary data sets of Cora, but omit them due to the limited space. Table II lists the average precisions on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed data sets where the best results are highlighted in bold. Besides, we conduct the multi-class node classification on NTSB data set with class-imbalanced labeled training instances. The multi-classification accuracy on NTSB data set is given in Table III . It shows that ImVerde-VDRW outperforms ImVerde-VRRW in these data sets. Short VDRW encourages the node-context pairs to be extracted within the same class. On the contrary, short VRRW would force one node to visit other high-degree nodes. The quality of node-context pairs is crucial to the random walk based embedding approaches when the labeled data is class-imbalanced. We achieve the significant improvement over DeepWalk on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed. DeepWalk 6 adopted short random walk to extract the context for each node from the network. Node2vec 7 designed another random walk strategy to interpolate between BFS and DFS. It stated that the likelihood of immediately revisiting a node decreases. That idea is similar to VDRW which decreases the transition probability each step to explore the neighborhood. The short random walk in DeepWalk can be seen as a special case for both node2vec and VDRW (p = q = 1 for node2vec, α = 1 for VDRW). But there are some significant differences between them. First, the affected area is different. When node v j is visited from v i , node2vec considers updating the probability of links v j will visit next time. In contrast, the probability of any transition to v j would decrease in VDRW. Second, the transition probability fluctuates temporarily in node2vec, whereas VDRW in ImVerde preserves the diminished probability for the whole node-context extraction process. Planetoid 8 is a semi-supervised learning framework which used both random walk and labels to extract node-context. But it does not perform well on imbalanced data classification due to the node-context pairs extracted using random walk. On the other hand, SMOTE 9 simply balanced the data distribution using attributes without graph information. Thus the node attributes have a great impact on its classification performance. It achieves the worst performance on Cora data set, but gets excellent classification results on other data sets. In such cases, the embedding representation learned from ImVerde-VDRW is still competitive.
D. Imbalance Analysis
Since we aim to learn the network representation from imbalanced data, the imbalance ratio impacts on the embedding performance for our framework. We consider three semisupervised learning frameworks: Planetoid, ImVerde-VRRW 6 https://github.com/phanein/deepwalk 7 https://snap.stanford.edu/node2vec 8 https://github.com/kimiyoung/planetoid 9 https://github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/imbalanced-learn and ImVerde-VDRW. Figure 6 (a) gives the binary node classification result on Pubmed 1 with different imbalance ratio using different frameworks. When the imbalance ratio ranges from 0.050 to 0.250, it shows that the average precision of ImVerde-VDRW is slightly affected compared to Planetoid and ImVerde-VRRW. And ImVerde-VDRW outperforms other two methods when the network is extremely class-imbalanced. The classification performance of Planetoid is heavily relying on the imbalance ratio of labeled training data because it implicitly assumes that the labeled instances have the approximately balanced distribution.
E. Parameter Sensitivity
There are two crucial hyper-parameters (α and r) in our Context Sampling strategy of ImVerde where α (0 < α < 1) controls how the transition probability decreases w.r.t. visited times in VDRW and r is the probability of jumping to another node with the same label in Context Sampling. Take Cora 1 data set as an example, we investigate the node-classification performance with different parameter values. Figure 6(b) shows the average precision of the proposed framework using different parameter values, where we fix one parameter when investigating the classification performance w.r.t the other one. It can be observed that both α and r affect the classification performance of ImVerde.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel Vertex-Diminished Random Walk model, which reduces the transition probability to one node each time it is visited. This property makes it particularly suitable for analyzing imbalanced networks, as it encourages the random particle to walk within the same class, thus generating more accurate node-context pairs for the following network embedding task. Then based on VDRW, we propose ImVerde, a semi-supervised network representation learning framework for imbalanced networks. In this framework, we use VDRW and the label information to capture node-context pairs by assuming nodes with the same context or label have the similar embedding feature. Furthermore, we adopt a simple under-sampling method to balance those pairs from different classes. We compare ImVerde with state-of-theart techniques on several imbalanced networks. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework on node classification, especially when the labeled data is extremely class-imbalanced.
